
Jim Le gar 
7313 Lynnhurot et., 
Chevy Chase, IID 20615 

Dear dim, 

7/25/95 

Ithu get yodrself involved. in all the etuffihattAt best is not hurtful and 

Olen you have a chance to do something that can be so.thehile you flub. And undoubtedly 

give yourself all sorts of excuses for it. And if you are not aware of the good you 

could have done for what you profess to believe in by holding the press conference you 

promised to hold for NEV,iit AGAIN1 you are even more h,  less ,tom than all the childish 

stuff you stay involved situindicates. 

This is about the time you leave for Singapore and all I have fram you in 

all this time and after your giving me you word is silence. 
I 4/2 tiA411,00(6011y, I AS I am, and weary all the time, instead of 

doing other thi.ngs of interest to me, on your word. You are not the world's only busy 

person. What i now do ie at the cost of something I'll not be able to do. /and I'm not elkier 
involved in dll the silly stuff you are, what we'll be lucky if it is not hurtful. 

You are so deeply into that nialsensical stuff you are blind to what can do 

some good. You seem to have no interest in what can from your clear record, too. 

If you are not going to hold that press conference tou agreed to so long 

ago please send me those book and stop keeping me immobilized from trying to do antyhinle 

because, while there may be little I can now do from here, I could not nothing that 

would preempt what you said you would do. 

Especially with your own health problems is it not past time for you to ask 

cpurself questions and try to isolate what is and is not worthwhile? to try and come 

to some understanding of what is real and what is not and cannot be, instead of trying 

to live some sillylherlockery? 

I 1141:1  

I suppose this has two anuses. First, you can't make any response of refutation and 

seond you are too lost in thennimma unreal. 

Newman in particular. Or perhaos yipu are now hooked on the utter insanity of 

his that the Cubans did it. Picture of 'im Loser hung up on all the disinformation of 

all those who perpetrated this on us! 

What I wrote for the record for history, there bing no probability of publi- 

cation, is being retyped. Half of it is done. Badly but clean. It is being corrected 

and thel I'll get a correct, I hope, version. I've give Have the rough draft. And 

it is very rough even for me. Hut if you doubt my word, asiAim. 

I'm not going to give you a printout because you are too careless with everything. 

your failure to respond to what 1 took a little time to inform you about. 



And as I've told you I do not want to waste any time in pointless contro- 

versies. 

I do not recall what little I did tell you but I believe I got and read a 

few parts of his book to you. '12u ar741,1'ic not hungup in the silly unrealities and to 

any mature and informed person, enpdcially informed on history, that should have been 

enough. 

Besides which you read his book, I'm sure, and are not ninny enough now not to 

be aware of omissions in it, if you were not sensitive to what is so wrong in it. 

If yu want to take tii time, Ill discuss it with you. I Imow you wait come 

here for me to show you, at I4:1 take the time for that. 

I fear you are so utterly lost in all that kid stuff you are not aware of 

what you are doing to your reputation in all of it. 

Or of what else you can do to it with that Uuban nonsense. 

It is worse than nonsense and it can be very hurtful. 

To all except juvenile minds and maturity and those with their own motives 

and purposes. 

I du not intend insult. I'm trying to get you to think, really think. 

You have not been thinking like a man or acting 1 	a man. 

And with it all you've been very irrenpondible. I 	you details. 


